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The History of Garde Mange Aaron avers The garde manger profession began with peoples need to preserve food. The
practice of food preservation is very much older than the term garde manger.

The traditional system of kitchen structure -- the brigade led by the chef -- has venerable roots in European
military organizations. From the 14th century on, traveling armies had to be fed; cooks were selected from
among the ranks. During peacetime, rulers set up tournaments to keep their warriors prepared for future
battles; the military cooks followed knights to castles and ultimately became the cooks to kings and nobility,
orchestrating huge and complicated meals and feasts for vast entourages. Trade guilds soon developed; these
were carefully controlled monopolies for cooks that ensured the membership steady employment. Expensive
and exclusive, these guilds adopted uniforms, rigid hierarchies, and systems of exhaustive apprenticeship.
Until after the French Revolution and the subsequent rise of restaurants, this caste of cooks continued to work
exclusively for the aristocracy. The classic double-breasted white jacket is vestigial -- it originated when chefs
were servants of the king and presumably might be called upon to serve in battle as well as in noble
households. By the s, chefs were wearing uniforms purportedly based on those worn by soldiers in the Turkish
army. White eventually became the standard to emphasize cleanliness and good sanitation. Traditional stiff,
pleated toques are about 8 inches tall, but executive chefs wear them up to 12 inches. The story told in my
culinary school is that the extra-tall headgear enables subordinates in need of guidance to quickly spot the chef
in a crowded kitchen. Of course, the women students circulated an alternate theory. For maximum efficiency,
he organized the kitchen into a strict hierarchy of authority, responsibility, and function. In the brigade, widely
adopted by fine-dining establishments, the general is the executive chef, or chef de cuisine, assisted by a sous
chef. Subordinate are the chefs de partie, each in charge of a production station and assisted by demi-chefs and
commis apprentices. The number of station chefs can get exhaustive, including the saucier sauces , poissionier
fish , grillardin grilled items , fritteurier fried items , rotissier roasts , garde manger cold food , patissier
pastries , and tournant roundsman, station relief. Typically, the executive chef coordinates kitchen activities,
sets standards, manages costs, and directs training and work efforts. The line cooks run the stations and
prepare menu items according to specifications, aided by assistants and apprentices. A note to readers: Now
more than ever, we need your support to continue supplying Austin with independent, free press.
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The History of Garde Manger The garde manger profession began with the need to preserve food. With that said, it
could be deduced that the practice of food preservation is very much older than the term garde manger.

The practice of food preservation is very much older than the term garde manger. In medieval times, castles
and large homes were equipped with underground larders, or cold food storage rooms. These cold storage
areas developed over time into the modern cold kitchen. In France, the larder was called the garde manger. So
one meaning of the culinary term garde manger can be a person in charge of cold foods preparation and
preservation. Garerde Manger was being used long before it was a commonly used term. Perishable foods like
meat and fish were dried in the sun or packed with salt to preserve them. The first dependable method of
preserving foods was actually drying. Smoking foods was derived from placing the meat on poles over a
smoky fire to prevent insects and other animals from feeding while it was curing. Farming families began
using spices along with the salt, and discovered that tough meats can be tenderized. In the Middle Ages and in
the early renaissance, foods that were prepared for the upper classes were overly complicated and heavily
spiced. Salads and vinaigrettes took the place of heavier cooked foods and became the standard side to roasted
meats. It was at this point that the role of garde manger expanded from food preservation to the actual
preparation of all cold foods consumption, moving them out of the basement and into the kitchen. By the end
of the twentieth century the prepackaging of our industry has allowed some great advances in garde manger.
Larger restaurants and hotels may have the need for the garde manger to perform additional duties, such as
creating elements for buffet presentation like edible centerpieces made from materials such as ice, cheese,
butter, salt dough or tallow. It is usually the entry level line cook position within a restaurant. At that time,
maintaining a full supply of food was a symbol of power, wealth and prestige. Noble families had a household
steward who would manage their cold store room. This position was extremely important, because most of the
food was butchered, pickled, salted, cured, or smoked during the fall season and stored for months, all the way
into the spring months. As both the cost of and demand for animals for food increased, more space was
required for the fabricating and portioning the raw proteins. This need for space was due not only to an
upswing in the number of protein sales, but also to the need for separating raw proteins from processed foods
to avoid cross-contamination and the resulting possibility of food borne illness. Today butcher shops exist
both as standalone establishments and alongside kitchens in large hotels, country clubs and high volume
restaurants. Modern garde manger can refer to different things in the professional kitchen. In many restaurants
it is a station which is generally an entry level cooking position within the restaurant, as it involves preparing
salads or other smaller plates which can be cooked and plated without significant experience. In other
high-profile classically influenced restaurants and hotels, the position pertains to the classical preparations.
Some may even say it is the arts and crafts of the culinary industry. They must have the knowledge and skills
to create everything as small as a batch of mayonnaise to something as large and elaborate as ice carving.
Some food establishments use the word pantry instead of Garde Manager. Some may even refer to it as the
salad stationâ€¦ the list goes on and on. In some situations it may even be their job to plate desserts. Some find
the experience of working in the Garde Manger extremely challenging and stimulating that they often decide
to make it their life long career. The skills needed for the Garde Manger are so extreme that it is often the
walkway that leads some to the path of being a great chef, possibly even a famous chef. Recent Uploaded
Essays Robert cobb essy Pages: The word culinary is related to the art of making various kinds of food.
Culinary â€¦ Chef Charlie Trotter Pages: Even though, with the help of his roommate, Chef discovered a
passion for cooking, he still graduated with a degree in Political Science. The same one â€¦ Basic Kitchen
Organization Pages:
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A garde manger (French for "keeper of the food") is a cool, well-ventilated area where cold dishes (such as salads, hors
d'Å“uvres, appetizers, canapÃ©s, pÃ¢tÃ©s and terrines) are prepared and other foods are stored under refrigeration.

Job and Salary When translated, Garde manger refers to a cool storage area for food. Historically, the job of
Garde manger was required in wealthy homes where cold storage and well-stocked pantries were critical to
survival. Prior to the advent of modern refrigeration and cooking methods much of the traditional food was
stored in a preserved state that required cold temperatures. The cold food was kept in the lower levels of the
house, away from the main activities of daily life. Because it was administered far away from the other
culinary activities of the house, the role of designated pantry steward naturally evolved. In the modern kitchen
staff hierarchy, the Chef Garde manger job is not always consistently defined, but it is usually centered around
the cold food preparation area that produces items like salads, appetizers, pates and other cold foods. Modern
comprehensive culinary arts programs spend most of their time training chefs in the various kitchen stations,
including the station of pantry chef, or Chef Garde manger. The Job of a Garde Manger or Pantry Chef In
practice the position encompasses a variety of restaurant responsibilities. Larger facilities like banquet halls
and hotels are known for elaborate buffet presentations that often fall under the realm of the Chef Garde
manger. Such displays of culinary creativity often call on the chef to produce elaborate edible displays or ice
carvings. In smaller restaurants with more conventional needs, the pantry chef might be responsible for
producing only a few items like cold desserts and salads. The stature of such a kitchen employee might mirror
that of any other line cook. The discipline is explored casually in some restaurants, but other chefs have made
entire careers of producing superlative homemade sausages. Other menus demand precise hors de houvres
presentations that feature creatively carved components that are as artistic as they are nourishing. In general,
the specialization of the Garde manger position is largely determined by the type and size of the restaurant or
culinary facility. The position provides ample opportunities for chefs of at all levels of achievement.
Entry-level pantry chef jobs are a great foot in the door for recently graduated culinary professionals because
they provide an opportunity to master a specialty straight out of school. For example, in an Italian restaurant
preparing the antipasto course, a tray of cold cuts, fresh Italian vegetables, and cheeses, would be the job of
theGarde manger. Eateries known for desserts might keep their chef Garde manger busy presenting cold
desserts like seasonal fruit dishes and ice cream. Items like cheesecake are prepared by accomplished bakers,
but it is the Chef garde manger who often transforms the items into works of art at plating time. Types of
foods commonly prepared and presented by the kitchen Garde manger:
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Garde Manger comes from the French phrase "to protect or guard" the "manager", a place where animals were kept in
ancient times / it translates to guarding or keeping edibles Modern large kitchens refer to this area as the pantry section,
cold kitchen, or garde manger.

Ever wonder who is responsible for creating the salads and cold dishes in a restaurant, getting them to your
table looking fresh and appetizing? Behind the kitchen door, the garde manger chef prepares and plates the
cold foods, including salads or cheese plates. The garde manger chef can be an entry-level position in a
restaurant where she is responsible for basic food preparation, or with extensive work experience, she can
become a member of the kitchen supervisory team. Definition "Garde manger" comes from a French term
meaning "keeper of the food. Other job titles include pantry chef and pantry supervisor or sous chef.
Entry-level garde manger chefs are also called line chefs. In a restaurant, the area of the kitchen where cold
foods are stored and prepared is called the garde manger. Job Responsibilities The garde manger chef needs
experience working with meats, cheeses, salads and other fresh cold foods. While specializing in cold foods,
they are trained to work in all areas of the kitchen, filling in at any kitchen station that needs assistance. As an
entry-level chef, the garde manger is assigned to salad plating and garnishing plates. With experience, she
creates cold dishes that are visually attractive and flavorful. As a senior member of the kitchen staff, the garde
manger chef maintains food inventories, promotes food safety and supervises other staff members. Skills and
Abilities A garde manger chef must have the knowledge to select, properly prepare and present cold foods,
from salads and sliced meats to cold or frozen desserts. This includes having a strong sense of taste and smell,
the ability to read and execute recipes and an eye for visual presentation. Good knife skills for slicing,
chopping and dicing foods into uniform size are essential. As a member of a large kitchen staff, she must have
the ability to work in a team environment and use good communication skills. Salary Expectations Salaries
vary widely among chef positions. Geographical location and type of employer will affect salary levels, with
cities with large numbers of fine dining establishments commanding higher salaries. Job Outlook While the U.
BLS predicts 8 percent growth -- slower than average among all jobs -- in available positions for cooks and
lower level chefs between and , increasing from just over 2 million jobs in to more than 2. Bureau of Labor
Statistics. In , 2,, people were employed in the U.
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A garde manger chef is the person in charge of the area of a kitchen where cold dishes are prepared and other foods
are stored in a refrigerated area.

Tweet The History of Garde Manger Garde manger is one of those terms that refer to so many things it is
difficult to know where to begin talking about it. Not only does it refer to a cooking position in the traditional
French kitchen brigade, it also refers to the station or area of the kitchen where those cooks prepare and store
their food, as well as to the type of food they create. So literally, a garde manger works at the garde manger
preparing garde manger. In contemporary terms, garde manger refers to that part of a service kitchen that is
responsible for preparing appetizers, namely cold food items and is often referred to as the pantry. The term
translates as"keep to eat" and dates back to the Middle Ages when the households of nobility and the very
wealthy had a designated space dedicated to food that was being stored to be eaten at a later time. The areas
themselves were referred to as garde manger and were typically located under ground where the temperature
was naturally cooler and provided a better environment for food storage. Household employees, known as
garde mangers or stewards, were responsible for maintaining the garde manger area and prepared, stocked,
and distributed all of the food that was stored there. As food resources began to increase, due to improved
hunting and farming practices and the domestication of animals, it became necessary for them to acquire new
preservation and storage techniques. Much of the food on hand needed to be prepared in such a way that it
could be held and consumed throughout the year without spoiling. Stewards used numerous techniques
including curing, smoking, brining, drying, pickling, and canning to ensure that the food they were responsible
for would last until it was ready to be eaten. They became proficient in new techniques and also adapted
existing techniques for making sausage, pates, and even cheese. Thus emerged the practice of selling, buying,
and trading these homemade goods. As commerce in this area grew, it became necessary for the government
to intervene to preserve integrity and ensure the safety of the food that was being prepared and sold.
Specialized professions emerged outside of the home from this new form of commerce, and as specific
guidelines were laid out, workers began refining their craft accordingly. From this grew trade guilds, which
developed systems that set standards for workmanship and the price of goods and protected businesses and
employees. Guilds were designed so that each member went through the same training process, beginning
with an apprenticeship and culminating in the mastery of the craft. Trained guildsmen started to open their
own specialty shops and with that came the availability of those highly sought-after products that were
previously difficult to acquire if one was not wealthy enough to be able to afford a garde manger of their own.
The onset of the French Revolution brought about a good deal of change. As the war began, many wealthy
homeowners were forced to flee their homes leaving their household staff members behind to fend for
themselves. As wealthy households toppled, countless garde mangers suddenly found themselves out of work
and many flocked to restaurants and hotels to seek employment in a field where they could use their already
well honed skills. Their knowledge of food handling, storage, and preparation made them easily employable
and a welcome asset to most establishments. It was at this time that the garde manger station and position were
developed in professional kitchens and where the modern garde manger and pantry stations find their roots.
About the Author After receiving degrees from the University of Wisconsin and the Culinary Institute of
America, Andrea Rappaport moved into a full-time career in the restaurant business. For over 12 years, she
worked in various culinary jobs, including as a cook for Wolfgang Puck at Spago, and ultimately as the
executive chef and partner of the highly revered San Francisco restaurant Zinzino. For the past seven years,
Andrea has worked as the private chef for one family in the San Francisco area, and continues to expand her
culinary portfolio by catering, teaching, and consulting.
Chapter 6 : How It All Began: A Brief History of the Kitchen Brigade - Food - The Austin Chronicle
In the modern culinary arts, the term garde manger can refer to the chef who oversees cold food production. Similarly,
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garde manger can also refer to the specific area of the kitchen where cold food production takes place.

Chapter 7 : Garde-manger | Definition of Garde-manger by Merriam-Webster
Table of Contents. calendrierdelascience.com Garde Manger Profession; The History of Garde Manger; The Successful
Garde Manger Chef; Opportunities in Garde Manger; Garde Manger Facilities and Equipment.

Chapter 8 : Professional Garde Manger | Gisslen
The next time a restaurant kitchen delivers a complex meal to the dining room, deftly timed and executed, consider the
fact that this military precision is no accident. The traditional system of.

Chapter 9 : History of Garde Manager | Free Essays - calendrierdelascience.com
When translated, Garde manger refers to a cool storage area for food. Historically, the job of Garde manger was
required in wealthy homes where cold storage and well-stocked pantries were critical to survival.
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